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Although severely fascinated by the tremendous practical possibilities granted by signal 

processing of navigation satellites, it always remained the pure geometrical background that 

attracted the lecturer most.  

What are pseudoranges? What kind of geometrical information do they really provide? Which 

are the corresponding geometrical surfaces they define and will their intersection lead to a 

point determination in every case or do some critical configurations exist? How can these be 

recognized and visualized? 

The scientific investigations should give students a realistic imagination of geometry by 

pseudoranges and provide researchers with general theorems and lemmata. Moreover, a 

metal model of GPS determinantal loci will be exhibited. 

The findings will be related to common quality measures in positioning and checked with re-

spect to their appropriateness and significance. A couple of wrong concepts will be uncov-

ered which exist from the beginning and appear to be unerasable.  

At last, the problem caused by transferring models based on pseudoranges to those based 

on carrier phase observations are demonstrated. The outlook gives a first insight into the dif-

ficulties of constructing a proper and simple quality parameter for relative GNSS, in particular 

concerning a priori planning and simulating satellite supported observation and evaluation of 

networks for demanding engineering surveying purposes. 
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